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Chris Hutchison is a man on the run.
Imprisoned for a crime he didn't
commit, Hutch escapes from a British
maximum-security prison and starts a
new life in Hong Kong. But a ghost from
his past catches up with him and gives
him a choice: help a former terrorist
break out of a Bangkok prison - or face
life behind bars once more. Meanwhile,
the DEA wants to nail the vicious drug
warlord responsible for flooding the
States with cheap heroin. And decides
to use Hutch as a pawn in a deadly
game. Hutch's bid for freedom takes him
into the lawless killing fields of the
Golden Triangle, where the scene is set
for one final act of betrayal . . .
********** PRAISE FOR STEPHEN LEATHER
'A master of the thriller genre' Irish
Times 'A writer at the top of his game'
Sunday Express 'As tough as British
thrillers get . . . gripping' Irish
Independent
In what could be his highest-profile
mission ever, Dan 'Spider' Shepherd is
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called in to prevent the assassination
of a head of state on British soil. As
an MI5 agent, Spider is used to going
undercover, but when he's asked to
assume the identity of the contract
killer hired to take out President
Vladimir Putin, he knows he'll become a
wanted man. And things are about to get
more complicated: Spider is told that
his MI5 controller and close friend
Charlotte Button has been running an
off-the-books assassination operation,
taking vengeance on the men who killed
her husband. Spider owes his life to
Button - but this discovery will
stretch his loyalty to the limit...
'Stephen Leather writes really exciting
action thrillers. It's like being there
yourself' CHRIS RYAN, AUTHOR OF Zero 22
'The fast-paced action scenes are
expertly choreographed; the description
of settings - from the luxurious bars
where Ankara's gangsters gather, to
Dubai's glittering skyscrapers - is
brisk and richly detailed' FINANCIAL
TIMES Who can you trust if you can't
trust the people tasked with protecting
the nation? Murderous jihadists have
been crossing the English Channel,
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passing themselves off as asylum
seekers. MI5 have been keeping them
under surveillance, but what starts as
a simple terrorist takedown goes badly
wrong and dozens of innocent civilians
are killed in the heart of London. And
the screw is tightened when a bomb
takes out senior members of the Secret
Intelligence Service. Someone within
the security services has been working
to their own agenda, and only Dan
'Spider' Shepherd can identify the bad
apple. His search for the rogue agent
takes him to Turkey and then to Dubai,
where his masters order him to carry
out a breathtaking act of revenge.
Tony Freeman rescued Mersiha when she
was fighting for her life in war-torn
Yugoslavia. Now she's his adopted
daughter, the perfect all-American
girl, and it seems like her past is
another country. But Mersiha has been
trained to kill. And when she discovers
that Freeman's company is being
subjected to a sinister takeover bid,
she decides to help - whatever the
risks. The consequences of her actions
are lethal, for Mersiha has unearthed a
conspiracy of terrifying proportions .
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. . ********* PRAISE FOR STEPHEN
LEATHER 'A master of the thriller
genre' Irish Times 'A writer at the top
of his game' Sunday Express 'In the top
rank of thriller writers' Jack Higgins
The 1st Spider Shepherd Thriller
A Book of Tongues
To the Lighthouse
The heart-stopping thriller from
bestselling author of the Dan 'Spider'
Shepherd series
The Stretch
The Vets
Gost is surrounded by mountains and fields of wild
flowers. The summer sun burns. The Croatian winter
brings freezing winds. Beyond the boundaries of the
town an old house which has lain empty for years is
showing signs of life. One of the windows, glass
darkened with dirt, today stands open, and the lively
chatter of English voices carries across the fallow
fields. Laura and her teenage children have arrived. A
short distance away lies the hut of Duro Kolak who
lives alone with his two hunting dogs. As he helps
Laura with repairs to the old house, they uncover a
mosaic beneath the ruined plaster and, in the rising
heat of summer, painstakingly restore it. But Gost is
not all it seems; conflicts long past still suppurate
beneath the scars.
Haunted by painful childhood events including the
early death of his father, LA detective Hayden Glass
hides private struggles about his sex addiction while
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investigating the murder of a politician's daughter by
a sexual predator, a case for which he taps the
resources of his support groups.
Foreword by Irvine Welsh 'My life sentence had
actually started the day I left my mother's womb...'
Jimmy Boyle grew up in Glasgow’s Gorbals. All around
him the world was drinking, fighting and thieving. To
survive, he too had to fight and steal... Kids’ gangs led
to trouble with the police. Approved schools led to
Borstal, and Jimmy was on his way to a career in
crime. By his twenties he was a hardened villain,
sleeping with prostitutes, running shebeens and
money-lending rackets. Then they nailed him for
murder. The sentence was life – the brutal, degrading
eternity of a broken spirit in the prisons of Peterhead
and Inverness. Thankfully, Jimmy was able to turn his
life around inside the prison walls and eventually
released on parole. A Sense of Freedom is a searing
indictment of a society that uses prison bars and
brutality to destroy a man's humanity and at the
same time an outstanding testament to one man's
ability to survive, to find a new life, a new creativity,
and a new alternative.
***'Thought-provoking, high-octane chase thriller with
style' - Financial Times*** ***'Leather once again
delivers high-octane thrill-a-minute action that reads
like a pitch for a Netflix series' - Irish Independent***
The explosive new stand-alone thriller from the author
of the Spider Shepherd series Sally Page is an MI5
'footie', a junior Secret Service Agent who maintains
'legends': fake identities or footprints used by real
spies. Her day consists of maintaining flats and
houses where the legends allegedly live, doing online
shopping, using payment, loyalty and travel cards and
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going on social media in their names - anything to
give the impression to hostile surveillance that the
legends are living, breathing individuals. One day she
goes out for coffee leaving the safe house from which
she and her fellow footies operate. When she comes
back they have all been murdered and she barely
escapes with her own life. She is on the run: but from
whom she has no idea. Worse, her bosses at MI5
seem powerless to help her. To live, she will have to
use all the lies and false identities she has so carefully
created while discovering the truth . . .
The Love Interest
The Snow Geese
The Book Dad Told Me Not To Write
Once Touched, Never Forgotten
The Magus
The Chinaman

The plan is so complex, the target so well protected
that the three snipers have to rehearse the killing in
the seclusion of the Arizona desert. Cole Howard of the
FBI knows he has only days to prevent the audacious
assassination. But he doesn't know who the target is.
Or where the crack marksmen will strike. Former SAS
sergeant Mike Cramer is also on the trail, infiltrating
the Irish community in New York as he tracks down
Mary Hennessy, the ruthless killer who tore his life
apart. Unless Cramer and Howard agree to co-operate,
the world will witness the most spectacular terrorist
coup of all time . . .
The first book in the Jack Nightingale supernatural
thriller series. 'You're going to hell, Jack Nightingale':
They are words that ended his career as a police
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negotiator. Now Jack's a struggling private detective and the chilling words come back to haunt him.
Nightingale's life is turned upside down the day that he
inherits a mansion with a priceless library; it comes
from a man who claims to be his father, and it comes
with a warning. That Nightingale's soul was sold at birth
and a devil will come to claim it on his thirty-third
birthday - just three weeks away. Jack doesn't believe
in Hell, probably doesn't believe in Heaven either. But
when people close to him start to die horribly, he is led
to the inescapable conclusion that real evil may be at
work. And that if he doesn't find a way out he'll be
damned in hell for eternity.
Andrea Hayes was one of the IRA's most deadly killers.
But when a misplaced bomb ripped apart a group of
passing kids, she left all that behind her. Now, years
later, she lives a quiet, suburban life with her husband
and young daughter, and her days of violence seem a
distant memory. But then her daughter is kidnapped by
persons unknown, and the past comes knocking at her
door . . . ********* PRAISE FOR STEPHEN LEATHER 'A
master of the thriller genre' Irish Times 'As tough as
British thrillers get . . . gripping' Irish Independent 'The
sheer impetus of his story-telling is damned hard to
resist' Sunday Express
Suspense fiction. The men on board Her Britannic
Majesty's Ships Terror and Erebus had every
expectation of triumph. They were part of Sir John
Franklin's 1845 expedition - as scientifically advanced
an enterprise as had ever set forth - and theirs were
the first steam-driven vessels to go in search of the
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fabled North-West Passage. But the ships have now
been trapped in the Arctic ice for nearly two years. Coal
and provisions are running low. Yet the real threat isn't
the constantly shifting landscape of white or the fleshnumbing temperatures, dwindling supplies or the
vessels being slowly crushed by the unyielding grip of
the frozen ocean. No, the real threat is far more
terrifying. There is something out there that haunts the
frigid darkness, which stalks the ships, snatching one
man at a time - mutilating, devouring. A nameless
thing, at once nowhere and everywhere, this terror has
become the expedition- 's nemesis. When Franklin
meets a terrible death, it falls to Captain Francis
Crozier of HMS Terror to take command and lead the
remaining crew on a last, desperate attempt to flee
south across the ice. With them travels an Eskimo
woman who cannot speak. She may be the key to
survival - or the harbinger of their deaths. And as
scurvy, starvation and madness take their toll, as the
Terror on the ice become evermore bold, Crozier and
his men begin to fear there is no escape.
The Chip-Chip Gatherers
Hard Landing
Black Ops
A Man at Arms: A Novel
A Novel
Tango One

The second volume of six Spider Shepherd short
stories in one volume by bestselling author Stephen
Leather. The short stories are Personal Protection,
The Rope, Planning Pack, Friendly Fire, Dead Drop
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and Kill Zone and feature Dan "Spider" Shepherd
whose adventures have been Sunday Times
bestsellers.Stephen Leather is one of the UK's most
successful thriller writers. He was a journalist for
more than ten years on newspapers such as The
Times, the Daily Mail and the South China Morning
Post in Hong Kong. He has sold more than a million
eBooks and was named by Bookseller magazine as
one of the most influential figures in British
publishing. His bestsellers have been translated into
more than ten languages. He has also written for
television shows such as London's Burning, The
Knock and the BBC's Murder in Mind series. Two of
his books, The Stretch and The Bombmaker, were
made into movies.
There are three men, a boy and a dog in a balloon
over the Pacific but only two men and the boy arrive
on the island. Mysterious things start happening. Are
they the only people on the island? Where is the
other man and his dog?
An amazing story about a journey, and - more
importantly - a return home.Snow geese spend their
Summers in the Canadian Arctic, on the tundra.
Each Autumn they migrate south, to Delaware,
California and the Gulf of Mexico. In the Spring they
fly north again. William Fiennes decided to go with
them and to write about his travels.What he
produced turned out to be about very much more
than geese. A blend of autobiography and reportage,
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its subject was also homecoming: the birds on their
long journeys home, the grace of homecomings, the
strange gravity that home exerts. The arc of Fiennes
extraordinary physical adventure formed the
backbone for meditations on philosophy, natural
science and personal memoir. The book thrums with
ideas, with stories and anecdotes, with humankind
as well as wild fowl, with the funny and observant
insights of an assured and highly entertaining
writer."With this beautiful, haunting debut Fiennes
joins that small, very special band of writer-explorers
- Emerson and Thoreau, Annie Dilard and Bruce
Chatwin - who give us another pair of eyes: he has
renewed the variety and wonder of the world."
Marina Warner
"Nothing excites me more than discovering new
writing talent, and this book is bursting with it!" Stephen Leather "Action, violence and cold-blooded
ruthlessness, this compilation of thrillers has it all.
Six authors, six different styles, one great read." Jack Silkstone "You have a real treat in store for you
here, my friends. These guys tell great stories;
stories that feel so real you'll be looking over your
shoulder. They just do it in an extraordinarily
economical way." -Jake Needham DEATH TOLL is a
powerful, pulse-pounding, thriller anthology
introduced by international bestselling crime author
Jake Needham that brings together Stephen
Leather, Alex Shaw, JH Bográn, Stephen Edger,
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Liam Saville, and Howard Manson. DEATH TOLL
takes you on an expedition into the dangerous,
deadly world of assassins, spies, corrupt police
officers, cold-blooded killers, rogue robbers and
ruthless revenge. DEATH TOLL is the best short
thriller fiction from six of today's best thriller authors.
DEATH TOLL includes: Hiatus - STEPHEN
LEATHER Hetman: Donetsk Calling - ALEX SHAW
The Assassin's Mistress - JH BOGRAN Best Served
Cold - STEPHEN EDGER Goodbye Maria, Sorry HOWARD MANSON Predator Strike - LIAM
SAVILLE Under Cover of Death - HOWARD
MANSON Breaking In - STEPHEN LEATHER
Tea Money
A Matt Standing thriller from the bestselling author of
the Spider Shepherd series
The Book of Strange New Things
White Lies
Standing Alone
The 18th Spider Shepherd Thriller

You can run a better business with these simple
words of wisdom "This book gives you simple and
direct advice on how to better run your business. I've
read a lot of books on business and none are as
downright useful as this one."Dom Morley, Grammy
Winning producer, Adele, Amy Winehouse. "Russ is a
connector to both ideas and people. While some
might find his quick tempo unsettling at first, this is
where the magic is in truly identifying strategies that
will help your company." Andrew Kirk, Vice
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President, PACE Anti-Piracy What if you could
remember nuggets of business wisdom like lines
from your favourite songs? Is it possible to condense
a smart business idea into one memorable line that
makes it unforgettable? Blogger and marketing
specialist Russ Hughes thinks it is and has built two
successful businesses doing so. Get business insights
to inspire, challenge, and motivate. Aimed to help
you run a better business, but hold tight; there is no
hanging around! If you want to give your business a
boost but don't have the time to read an entire book
on one subject, then this book is for you! Is this book
for you? Can you identify with one of the following
statements? You want to run a successful business
and want to find fast ways to improve performance.
You want the benefits without necessarily having to
read the entire book. You are easily distracted and
are looking for quick ways to learn important lessons
that can help change your business for the better.
For those who didn't make it into a top business
school, or for those that did and found it really didn't
help. You have a pile of unfinished self-improvement
books and don't want this to be another. If you can
answer yes to one or more, or possibly all of the
above statements then this book is for you. Buy it
now!
What makes a good man become an assassin? A Navy
SEAL has gone rogue, selling his skills to the highest
bidder as a professional assassin. Ryan French no
longer cares who he kills so long as the price is right.
His former bosses want him taken down, but they're
not prepared to get their hands dirty so they need a
Brit to do the job. SAS trooper Matt "Lastman"
Standing is a lethal killing machine with experience
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in Afghanistan, Iraq and Syria. Plus he's worked with
French in the past. It's not a mission he wants, but
Standing made a bad choice in his past and it has
come back to haunt him. Now he's hunting French in
the lawless Wild West forests of Humboldt County,
where the US produces most of its legal - and illegal cannabis. But French isn't the only predator in the
wilderness - there are Mexican cartels, Russian Mafia
and Hungarian gangsters - and Standing has to
overcome them all to get to his target.
The Magus is the story of Nicholas Urfe, a young
Englishman who accepts a teaching assignment on a
remote Greek island. There his friendship with a local
millionaire evolves into a deadly game, one in which
reality and fantasy are deliberately manipulated, and
Nicholas must fight for his sanity and his very
survival.
“Gemma Files has one of the great dark imaginations
in fiction―visionary, transgressive, and totally
original.” —Jeff VanderMeer In Gemma Files’s
“boundary-busting horror–fantasy debut,” former
Confederate chaplain Asher Rook has cheated death
and now possesses a dark magic (Publishers
Weekly). He uses his power to terrorize the Wild
West, leading a gang of outlaws, thieves, and killers,
with his cruel lieutenant and lover, Chess Pargeter,
by his side. Pinkerton agent Ed Morrow is going
undercover to infiltrate the gang, armed with a
shotgun and a device that measures sorcerous
energy. His job is to gain knowledge of Rook’s power
and unlock its secrets. But there is someone else
who has Rook in her sights: the Lady of Traps and
Snares, a bloodthirsty Mayan goddess who will stop
at nothing to satisfy her own desires. Caught
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between the good, the bad, and the unholy, Morrow
will have to ride out a storm of magical mayhem to
survive, in this debut novel, the first book of Files’s
“weird Western Hexslinger trilogy . . . [which] is
chock full of hellish horrors” (Mike Allen, author of
Unseaming). “Ridiculously vivid . . . A magic-riddled,
horror-strewn West with hexes running around
wrecking reality and a spectrum of queer
characters.” —Tor.com “Definitely
promising—tantalizing, even, because it sets up such
a fertile scenario and hammers home the themes of
love, sacrifice, and apotheosis.” —Strange Horizons
“Truly one-of-a-kind: violent, carnal and creepy.”
—Fangoria
Spider Shepherd
The Governesses
The 11th Spider Shepherd Thriller
The Birthday Girl
Penalties
You Can Run a Better Business with These Simple
Words of Wisdom

From the acclaimed master of historical fiction comes an
epic saga about a reluctant hero, the Roman Empire, and the
rise of a new faith. Jerusalem and the Sinai desert, first
century AD. In the turbulent aftermath of the crucifixion of
Jesus, officers of the Roman Empire acquire intelligence of
a pilgrim bearing an incendiary letter from a religious
fanatic to insurrectionists in Corinth. The content of this
letter could bring down the empire. The Romans hire a
former legionary, the solitary man-at-arms, Telamon of
Arcadia, to intercept the letter and capture its courier.
Telamon operates by a dark code all his own, with no room
for noble causes or lofty beliefs. But once he overtakes the
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courier, something happens that neither he nor the empire
could have predicted. In his first novel of the ancient world in
thirteen years, the best-selling author of Gates of Fire and
Tides of War returns with a gripping saga of conquest and
rebellion, bloodshed and faith.
***Now a motion picture, out 5th March 2018*** In
different parts of London, three recruits prepare for their
first day at the Metropolitan Police's training centre at
Hendon. All three had succeeded in getting into the police in
spite of weaknesses. But on their first day, the assistant
commissioner announces that he wants them to join a team of
undercover detectives. Their brief? To become criminals; to
work their way up through whatever criminal organisations
they can get access to, and to collate evidence against the
criminals they come across. Their target? One of the world's
biggest drug dealers, Den Donovan, alias 'Tango One' number one on HM Customs and Excise's List of most wanted
criminals. Three years later all the recruits are getting close
to their target. Too close, perhaps, to remember the rules . . .
*********** Praise for Stephen Leather '[Leather] has the
uncanny knack of producing plots that are all too real' Daily
Mail 'Let Spider draw you into his web, you won't regret it' Sun
___________________ Forced into hiding from a mass
murderer seeking vengeance, Detective Michael Bennett must
decide whether to stay and protect his family, or hunt down
the man who is hunting them. When Bennett arrested Manuel
Perrine, he thought he had brought an end to the drug cartel
boss’s reign of terror and would get justice for the murder of
his best friend. But then, during the trial, Perrine escaped. In
a bloody shoot-out, Bennett killed Perrine’s wife. Now he
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wants nothing more than to make Bennett suffer, to make
him pay. The whole family are moved to a safe-house in
California. But as Perrine’s attacks on US soil become more
vicious and more daring, it’s clear there is a war coming. No
one, anywhere, is safe.
Described by Virginia Woolf herself as ‘easily the best of my
books’, and by her husband Leonard as a ‘masterpiece’, To the
Lighthouse, first published in 1927, is one of the milestones
of Modernism. Set on the Isle of Skye, over a decade spanning
the First World War, the narrative centres on the Ramsay
family, and is framed by Mrs Ramsay’s promise to take a trip
to the lighthouse the next day – a promise which isn’t to be
fulfilled for a decade. Flowing from character to character
and from year to year, the novel paints a moving portrait of
love, loss and perception. Bearing all the hallmarks of
Woolf’s prose, with her delicate handling of the complexities
of human relationships, To the Lighthouse has earned its
reputation – frequently appearing in lists of the best novels of
the twentieth century, it has lost not an iota of brilliance.
The Long Shot
The Hired Man
The Double Tap
The 12th Spider Shepherd Thriller
Tennessee Night
Pete wanders into a Bangkok go-go bar and meets the love of his
life. Joy is young, stunning, and a pole dancer. In a roller-coaster
ride of sex, drugs, and deception, Pete discovers that his own very
private dancer is not all she claims to be. Far from being the love
of his life, Joy is his own personal nightmare!
Dan 'Spider' Shepherd is used to putting his life on the line - for
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his friends and for his job with MI5. So when one of his former
apprentices is kidnapped in the badlands of Pakistan, Shepherd
doesn't hesitate to join a rescue mission. But when the plan goes
horribly wrong, Shepherd ends up in the hands of al-Qaeda
terrorists. His SAS training is of little help as his captors beat and
torture him. Shepherd's MI5 controller Charlotte Button is
determined to get her man out of harm's way, but to do that she's
going to have to break all the rules. Her only hope is to bring in
America's finest - the elite SEALs who carried out Operation
Neptune Spear - in a do-or-die operation to rescue the captives.
There is a secret organization that cultivates teenage spies. The
agents are called Love Interests because getting close to people
destined for great power means getting valuable secrets. Caden is
a Nice: The boy next door, sculpted to physical perfection. Dylan
is a Bad: The brooding, dark-souled guy, and dangerously
handsome. The girl they are competing for is important to the
organization, and each boy will pursue her. Will she choose a
Nice or the Bad? Both Caden and Dylan are living in the outside
world for the first time. They are well-trained and at the top of
their games. They have to be – whoever the girl doesn’t
choose will die. What the boys don’t expect are feelings that are
outside of their training. Feelings that could kill them both. The
Love Interest by Cale Dietrich is a gay YA thriller that is non-stop
action from start to finish.
As a big player in the 90s London underworld, Terry Greene has
always made a priority of 'taking care of business' personally.
Preston Snow was out of line. So the up-close-and-personal visit
was in no way out of character. It was a messy hit. But the job was
done. More messy however, was the aftermath. Fingered by one
of his own crew, Terry finds himself taking the fall and is put away
for life. The only person he can trust in the entire world is his
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estranged wife, Sam. She must now take over the reins of his
organisation, find the snitch and - in theory - get Terry off the
hook. But after a shaky start, she quickly starts to get her own
ideas . . . *********** PRAISE FOR STEPHEN LEATHER 'A
master of the thriller genre' Irish Times 'As tough as British
thrillers get . . . gripping' Irish Independent 'The sheer impetus of
his story-telling is damned hard to resist' Sunday Express
A Sense of Freedom
Gone
Fast Track
Private Dancer
SAS
Boulevard
Premier League footballer Gabe Savage is on the way to
one of the most important matches of his life when he
gets a phone call from his wife. She has been kidnapped
along with their young son. And the message from her
captors is brutal: 'If your team wins, your family dies.'
With the kick-off only hours away, there is only one
person Gabe can turn to - his brother Ray, a vicious
London gangster. But a dark family secret means that he
hasn't spoken to Ray for years. Can Ray help? And will
he? Stephen Leather is one of the UK's most successful
writers, an ebook and Sunday Times bestseller and
author of the critically-acclaimed Dan 'Spider' Shepherd
series and the Jack Nightingale supernatural detective
novels. His self-published ebooks have topped the
Kindle charts in the US and the UK and Amazon has
identified him as one of the UK's top-ten independent
authors. You can find out more from his website
www.stephenleather.com.
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'I am with you always, even unto the end of the world . .
.' Peter Leigh is a missionary called to go on the journey
of a lifetime. Leaving behind his beloved wife, Bea, he
boards a flight for a remote and unfamiliar land, a place
where the locals are hungry for the teachings of the
Bible - his 'book of strange new things'. It is a quest that
will challenge Peter's beliefs, his understanding of the
limits of the human body and, most of all, his love for
Bea. The Book of Strange New Things is a wildly original
tale of adventure, faith and the ties that might hold two
people together when they are worlds apart. This
momentous novel, Faber's first since The Crimson Petal
and the White, sees him at his expectation-defying best.
WINNER OF THE SALTIRE BOOK OF THE YEAR AWARD
SHORTLISTED FOR THE ARTHUR C. CLARKE AWARD
AS HEARD ON BBC RADIO 4
Hong Kong. The British administration is preparing to
hand the capitalist colony back to Communist China
with the minimum of fuss. Colonel Joel Tyler, however,
has other plans for the British colony - plans that
involve four Vietnam War veterans and a spectacular
mission making use of their unique skills. But while the
vets are preparing to take the country by storm, their
paymaster, Anthony Chung, puts the final touches to an
audacious betrayal. The future of Hong Kong is at stake .
. . ********* PRAISE FOR STEPHEN LEATHER 'A master
of the thriller genre' Irish Times 'A writer at the top of
his game' Sunday Express 'In the top rank of thriller
writers' Jack Higgins
The assassin: the world's most successful contract killer.
An anonymous professional with a unique calling card Page 19/23
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one bullet in the head and one in the chest for each and
every target. The Judas goat: an ex-member of the SAS,
Mike Cramer is the perfect sacrificial bait. When the FBI
discover the next name on the assassin's hitlist, Cramer
is set up to take his place. The wild card: Cramer's past
has caught up with him. Ex-IRA extremist Dermot Lynch
blames Cramer for his lover's death - and he's out for
revenge. As Cramer trains for the most dangerous
mission of his career, Lynch hunts down his sworn
enemy. And the unknown assassin silently closes in on
his target. The players are in position for the final
deadly game . . . *********** PRAISE FOR STEPHEN
LEATHER 'A master of the thriller genre' Irish Times 'A
writer at the top of his game' Sunday Express 'In the top
rank of thriller writers' Jack Higgins
The Bombmaker
The Runner
First Response
The Terror
Death Toll
The Solitary Man

Super-exec Stephen Whitfield and high-flying colleague
Colette Huntington both understand the rules of their
attraction. One: it will never be anything more than a
fling. Two: either can walk away at any time they wish.…
Only, Colette hasn't counted on walking away pregnant.
And, to Stephen's frustration, after Colette other women
don't seem to provide quite the same satisfaction. Now
Stephen's going to lay down some new rules—rules that
will most definitely give him the opportunity to indulge
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his craving for Colette once more.…
The Solitary ManHachette UK
Nguyen Minh fought with the Viet Cong, before changing
sides to become an efficient hunter of his former
comrades. Imprisoned and tortured by the victorious
North Vietnamese, he saw two of his daughters die. So
when his wife and third daughter are killed by an IRA
bomb, Nguyen seeks revenge.
Shiva Naipaul was the brother of V. S. Naipaul and author
of Firefles and The Chip-Chip Gatherers. The Chip-Chip
Gatherers, his second novel, was winner of the Whitbread
Literary Award in 1973 and is set in Naipaul's native
Trinidad. It includes a new foreword by Amit Chaudhuri.
The crowded, ramshackle community of the Settlement in
Trinidad is at the mercy of a tyrant. Egbert Ramsaran, the
proud owner of the Ramsaran Transport Company, who
has become the richest man in town through sheer
strength of will, is a capricious, eccentric despot who
loves nobody and whom nobody can afford to ignore.
There is his son Wilbert, bullied into passivity and failure;
Vishnu the downtrodden grocer without grace or hope; the
beautiful, unpredictable Sushila, who tries to wield her
seductive powers over Ramsaran; and her daughter, Sita,
intelligent enough to know that escape is possible. Their
intricately woven lives are perfectly captured in all their
pathos, comedy and humanity.
The Mysterious Island
(Michael Bennett 6). Michael Bennett can run, but he
can’t hide for ever
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The 1st Jack Nightingale Supernatural Thriller
Nightfall

The first book in the bestselling Dan 'Spider'
Shepherd series. Dan 'Spider' Shepherd is used
to putting his life on the line. Working for an elite
undercover squad he has lied, cheated and
conned in order to bring Britain's most wanted
criminals to justice. But when a powerful drugs
baron starts to kill off witnesses to his crimes,
Shepherd is given his most dangerous
assignment yet. He has to go undercover in a top
security prison, a world where one wrong move
will mean certain death. As Shepherd gambles
everything to move in on his quarry, he soon
realises that the man he is hunting is even more
dangerous than the police realise. And that he is
capable of striking outside the prison walls and
hitting Shepherd where it hurts most.
From the bestselling author of the Spider
Shepherd and Jack Nightingale series comes
First Response, the utterly addictive new thriller
by Stephen Leather. London is under siege. Nine
men in suicide vests primed to explode hold
hostages in nine different locations around the
city, and are ready to die for their cause. Their
mission: to force the government to release
jihadist prisoners from Belmarsh Prison. Their
deadline: 6 p.m. Today. But the bombers are
cleanskins, terrorists with no obvious link to any
group, and who do not appear on any anti-terror
watch list. What has brought them together on
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this one day to act in this way? Mo Kamran is the
Superintendent in charge of the Special Crime
and Operations branch of the Met. As the
disaster unfolds and the SAS, armed police, and
other emergency services rush to the scenes, he
is tasked with preventing the biggest terrorist
outrage the capital has ever known. But nothing
is what it seems. And only Kamran has the big
picture. Will anyone believe him? A chillingly
plausible and pulse-pounding depiction of how
London might be held to ransom in a concerted
terrorist attack: this is thriller writing at its very
best.
Children are killing themselves across the State
of Tennessee. Is it a horrible coincidence, or are
dark forces at work? When Jack Nightingale
learns that there is a mysterious list of children
who are at risk, he takes the case, spurred on by
the fact that he knows one of the names and that
makes it personal. His investigation brings him
up against a demon from Hell who is being used
on a mission of revenge. But if Nightingale is to
save the children, and his own soul, he'll need
help from an old adversary.
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